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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The twenty years, 1929-1949, that spanned
the Great Depression, World War II, and Post-War, years of sacrifice, calamity, and renewal, was a
period of continuous convulsions characterized by despair, grief, and hope. To recapture the
essence of this tumultuous period, recollections of a small group of former high school classmates,
friends, and siblings--residents of Staten Island, New York City s once semi-rural, sparsely populated
community--have been assembled into a collective narrative. The nature of this long ago, never to
be repeated environment, differed sharply from what we see today. In schools, discipline was strict;
students and parents rarely challenged administrators, few students owned cars, Black athletes
were the exception, and teen-aged pregnancy, rare, was often scandalized. During Depression
Years, horse-drawn wagons peddled goods on city streets; small neighborhood shops satisfied most
shopping needs; kerosene stoves and basement coal furnaces heated most homes; tin window boxes
and wooden ice boxes provided refrigeration; radio, multi-edition newspapers, and movie newsreels
were major sources of entertainment and news; moviegoers, following a bouncing ball on the
screen, sang together; and teens hung out...
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This pdf is fantastic. It typically is not going to price too much. You will not truly feel monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs are
for about if you request me).
-- Leslie Reing er-- Leslie Reing er

This book might be really worth a read, and superior to other. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth studying. I am just happy to
tell you that this is basically the very best pdf i actually have read through during my very own lifestyle and may be he best ebook for actually.
-- Elnor a  Ruecker-- Elnor a  Ruecker
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